Friedrich-Ebert-Platz

This is the lively heart of downtown Hagen. Here the remains
of the original town hall from 1904 can be found with the
characteristic glass tower that was rebuilt in the 50’s. In
addition to the two malls, you can ﬁnd various restaurants.

Kunstquartier Hagen

Not one, but two museums present their exhibitions in the
„Kunstquartier Hagen”. The journey through these two
museums with their contrasting programmes makes a visit
an experience that is quite unique in Germany.

Volkspark

In winter, the Volkspark forms the center of the traditional
Christmas market - in summer the park offers relaxation in
the middle of the city center with sunbathing areas, a
playground and an ice cream parlour.

Planetenmodell Hagen

In the 1960s and 1970s, the world's ﬁrst walk-in model of our
planetary system was created here in Hagen. It is supposed to
illustrate the real proportions of the solar system.

Theater Hagen

is one of the most remarkable architectural landmarks in the
city. Its offerings can be divided into ﬁve categories: musical
theatre, ballet, drama, children's and youth theater and
concerts by Hagen’s Philharmonic Orchestra.

Buschey Friedhof

This cemetery in Wehringhausen was inaugurated in 1810 and
is about 24,738 square meters in size. It is one of the most
important cemeteries in the Ruhr area in terms of art as well
as culture and therefore worth a visit.

Kulturzentrum Pelmke

In addition to its own pub, the “Kulturzentrum Pelmke”
offers a wide range of events - from game nights to cinema
screenings, concerts and parties.

Springeplatz

The „Spingeplatz” is used for a wide variety of events in the
summer. In addition to the "Cinestar" cinema and the city
library, you can also ﬁnd some popular restaurants close by.

Elbershallen Hagen

Industrial architecture meets entertainment: In recent years
the former industrial district has developed into an attractive
leisure and cultural location with high-quality restaurants and
a wide range of activities.

Theater an der Volme

The Theatre in the old brick chapel on the “Elbersgelände”,
has been welcoming its theatre-loving guests since 2011. The
theater offers a wide range of entertainment attracting
audiences of all ages.

Touristinformation

Entdecker-Lounge im M12
Mittelstraße 12
58095 Hagen
Tel. 02331 8099980
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More inspiration for your day in Hagen
3 TürmeWEG

Hohenhof

There is a lot to discover on this hiking trail through the Hagen‘s city
forest - for both children and adults. With a length of 11.6 kilometers,
the „3 TürmeWEG“ is an excellent daily destination for any hiking
enthusiast or the whole family.

has been a department of the Osthaus Museum since 1989 and is part
of the Industrial Heritage Trail since 1999. It is one of the most important
architectural-historical buildings in Europe shortly after the turn of the
century and is one of the few surviving examples of a total work of art.

Stadtgartenallee, 58089 Hagen

Stirnband 10, 58093 Hagen

Harkortsee

LWL-FREILICHTMUSEUM Hagen

The Harkortsee, directly next to the Hengsteysee, was created as a
reservoir in the early 1930s. Located between Hagen, Herdecke and
Wetter, it is a popular destination for sailors, canoeists, windsurfers
and rowers.

Spend a day full of experiences and discoveries. This open-air-museum combines nature and knowledge with stunning grounds and
live-demonstrations by craftsmen. The museum also offers workshops, in which visitors can participate and a traditional bakery.

Weststraße, 58089 Hagen

Mäckingerbach 1, 58091 Hagen

Hasper Talsperre

Schloss Hohenlimburg

This dam is hidden in a tranquil valley in the triangle between Hagen,
Breckerfeld and Ennepetal. A walk around the dam is very popular, as
it offers beautiful scenic views and only takes up to two hours.

The castle is the only hilltop castle in Westphalia that has largely
been preserved in its original medieval condition and offers visitors a
wide range of attractions. Hohenlimburg Castle also offers various
events, such as its well-known known traditional Christmas market.

Hasper Talsperre, 58135 Hagen

Alter Schlossweg 30, 58119 Hagen

Hengsteysee

Wasserschloss Werdringen

is one of six reservoirs in the Ruhr area operated by the Ruhrverband. It
follows the course of the Ruhr and lies between the cities Hagen, Herdecke and Dortmund. A 6.5 km long foot and cycle path leads around
the Lake, which is ideal for walking, jogging, cycling or inline skating.

This castle-museum is located in Vorhalle. Near the castle grounds
there are numerous paleontological, archaeological and historical
monuments. There is also a café with an outdoor terrace in the
courtyard of the castle.

Hengsteysee, 58099 Hagen

Werdringen 1, 58089 Hagen

Traveling by bus? Timetable information is available at

www.hagenentdecken.de/essen-und-trinken/

As a city in the Ruhr area, Hagen is surprisingly green with over
42% forest and green spaces. Hagen is therefore perfect for
hiking, cycling or just relaxing. Discover more here:
www.hagenentdecken.de/naturentdecken/

Find an accommodation that works best your trip
to Hagen here:

Discover regional and seasonal delicacies and specialties at
our weekly markets in Hagen:

www.hagenentdecken.de/uebernachten/ From hotels to pensions

www.hagenentdecken.de/wochenmaerkte/

Discover a large selection of cafés, restaurants, bars & pubs
for your perfect day in Hagen:

